CALIFORNIA 4
ASU 3

Doubles Finals:

1. No. 32 Griffith/Nishimura (CAL) def. Geerts/Ruehl (ASU) vs. | 7-6 (3)
2. Bolla/Rakotomalala (ASU) def. Draper/Molloy (CAL) | 6-1
3. N. Barretto/Kaya (CAL) def. Kirkman/Wright (ASU) | 6-1

Order of Finish: 2, 1, 3

Singles Finals:

1. No. 61 Michael Geerts (ASU) def. No. 52 Billy Griffith (CAL) | 6-4, 6-4
2. No. 116 Makey Rakotomalala (ASU) def. JT Nishimura (CAL) | 6-1, 6-3
3. Jack Molloy (CAL) def. Tim Ruehl (ASU) | 6-4, 6-4
4. Andrea Bolla (ASU) def. Paul Barretto (CAL) | 6-3, 6-4
5. Ben Draper (CAL) def. Will Kirkman (ASU) | 6-3, 4-6, 6-0
6. Jacob Brumm (CAL) def. Thomas Wright (ASU) | 6-3, 3-3 (ret.)

Order of Finish: 2, 6, 1, 4, 5, 3